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Did you miss it? Top Blogs this week!
We now interrupt your regularly scheduled Bourbon and Baby Blues weekly newsletter for a Target run. This interruption is scheduled for thirty minutes but like
any good Target interruption will likely last closer to 2 hours as your blogger
strolls through every aisle deterred only by a Starbucks craving or a fussy baby.
So sorry for the delay in this weeks newsletter...I got a little distracted in clearance
aisles at Target today, but that leads me to my blog on “Baby Clothes on a Budget.”
If you haven’t stopped by the blog this week, you have missed some exciting stuff.
We have a great new ‘Mama Needs a Cocktail’ recipe, a delicious Bourbon Chicken
recipe and some great cost savings tips. Check out the highlights below and click
on over to the website for the full articles.
Stop by this week for some exciting new content! Happy Monday All!

Highlights you don’t wanna miss!
Bourbon Chicken w/ Ginger Rice
Bourbon is great in a cocktail but the flavor is perfect in savory
dishes as well. I have been inspired by my meal delivery kits to
be more adventurous in my eating and cooking and this dish is
inspired by some leftover ginger.

Baby Clothes on a Budget
Recently while getting our little man dressed in another new
outfit, my husband commented that it used to be mom with all
the new clothes now it is our little man. Here are my best tips
for where to buy adorable baby clothes on a budget.

Mama Needs a Cocktail Blueberry Lemonade
It may be September but it is still crazy hot in Pennsylvania.
This cocktail is delicious and refreshing for end of summer
countdown. Mama Needs a Cocktail Blueberry Lemonade is a
simple one, so go ahead and give it a try.
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